
Allowing decision makers to track maintenance statuses in real time for 
improved efficiency

Line Manager
(FCXL)



FleetCycle® Line Manager is an innovative execution 
solution for maintenance personnel working on 
aircraft while it is in service. This solution equips line 
maintenance personnel with the necessary tools to 
optimize routine and non-routine task performances. 
These tasks can be carried out at a line station 
during an aircraft turn around or an overnight stop.

FleetCFleetCycle® Line Manager is included in the 
FleetCycle® AERO, MRO, and Defense 
solutions—designed to ensure aircraft are fully 
airworthy and maintained in line with maintenance 
programs



ABOUT EMPOWERMX

EmpowerMX is a world leader in providing intelligent maintenance solutions for today’s 

aircraft. We are a global software company that creates innovative aviation maintenance 

solutions.

Our FleetCycle® software solution with its modules enables customers to significantly 

improve their entire maintenance operation.

FFounded in 1999 and headquartered in Dallas, Texas, with offices in Europe and Far East, 

EmpowerMX is uniquely focused on the aircraft maintenance industry and is managed by 

aviation maintenance experts.
www.empowermx.com

info@empowermx.com

1.866.498.3702

2601 Network Blvd, Ste 110, 

Frisco TX 75034

Benefits for Airlines, MROs and Defense

Graphical representation of current state of aircraft in service

Tabular summary of fleet (or aircraft) performance

Real time visibility of in-service defects or operational issues

Fully mobile solution operating on Windows, Android and iOS

Integration with electronic logbooks

Reduced bottleneck around aircraft technical logbook

Maximum aiMaximum aircraft availability

Mobile Solution on the line
Customers can build a more flexible solution when FleetCycle® 

Line Manager is combined with FleetCycle® Electronic Logbook 
(FCELB). This intuitive combination will enable your line 
maintenance personnel to achieve dramatically increased levels of 
efficiency.

FCXL taFCXL takes the information that has been compiled in a work order 
and presents the information to line personnel for execution.

Demonstrated Success
FCXL has proven to improve efficiencies and reduce costs 
considerably within a line maintenance environment. Existing 
customers operate up to 25% more efficiently after the 
implementation of the FleetCycle® Line Manager.


